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We prove that the high velocity limit of the scattering operator of a two-body
system in an external constant electric field determines uniquely the potential. In
the case of an N-body system we prove that the high velocity limit of any one of
the Dollard scattering operators determines uniquely the potential. Furthermore,
we obtain a formula with error term for the reconstruction of the potential. We
prove our results with a simple time-dependent method.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
We study the scattering by a potential of a quantum mechanical particle,
or a two-body system in the center of mass frame, in a constant external
electric field. We prove in Theorem 1.2 that the scattering operator, S,
determines uniquely the potential. As we show below it is enough to know
the high velocity limit of the scattering operator. Furthermore, we give in
Eq. (2.26) a formula with error term for the reconstruction of the potential
from the high velocity limit of S&I.
An interesting feature of the scattering in a constant external electric field
is that potentials that are of long range in the absence of the electric field
become of short range when the constant external electric field is added.
For example potentials that decay at infinity as V(x)r |x|&#, 12<#1,
are of long range when there is no electric field and they require the intro-
duction of a modified free time evolution for the definition of the wave and
scattering operators. On the contrary, in a constant external electric field
the same potentials are of short range in the sense that the ordinary wave
and scattering operators exist; i.e., it is not necessary to consider a modified
free time evolution for them.
This fact is particularly important in the study of the inverse problem
because in order to define an appropriate modified free time evolution, for
example, a Dollard free time evolution, it is necessary to know the far out
‘‘tail’’ of the potential. This implies that in order to define a scattering
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operator when there is no electric field it is necessary to know a priori the
long-range part of the potential. In Enss and Weder [46] it was proven
for a quantum mechanical N-body system that the Dollard scattering
operator, SD, determines uniquely the short-range part of the potential
and, moreover, that any one of the Dollard scattering operators determines
uniquely the total potential. A formula with error term for the reconstruc-
tion of the potential from the high velocity limit of SD&I was also
obtained.
The Dollard scattering operators are a natural class of modified scat-
tering operators. However, they are not uniquely defined (note that the
splitting into long- and short-range parts of the potential is not unique)
and, furthermore, other choices of modified scattering operators are
possible. Clearly in the long-range case without an electric field there is no
canonical choice of the scattering operator as in the short-range case. Then
the results of Enss and Weder [46] leave open the question of how to
reconstruct the long-range part of the potential from a canonically defined
scattering operator.
A solution to this problem is given below by considering scattering in a
constant external electric field, where, as mentioned above, no modified
free time evolution is required. In this way we prove uniqueness and we
give a reconstruction formula with error term in the twobody case for
a large class of potentials with slow decay that contains the Coulomb
potential.
The Hamiltonian of a particle, or of a twobody system in the center of
mass frame, in a constant external electric field is given by the following
operator in L2(Rn), n2,
H0=(2m)&1 p2+qE } x, p=&i{, (1.1)
where x=(x1 , ..., xn) # Rn denotes the position of the particle, or the
relative distance of the two particles, {=(x1 , ..., xn), q{0 is the elec-
tric charge of the particle, or the relative electric charge of the two-body
system, m>0 is the mass of the particle, or the reduced mass of the system.
The electric field is directed along the &x1 direction, E=(&E, 0, ..., 0),
E=|E|>0. The operator (1.1) is essentially self-adjoint in the space of
Schwartz (see Avron and Herbst [2]; Veselic and Weidmann [18]). We
also denote by H0 its unique self-adjoint realization. We say that an
operator is Kato-small in L2(Rn) if it is relatively bounded with respect to
the Laplacian with relative bound zero (see Kato [15] for definitions). For
any set O/R we denote by F(x # O) the multiplication operator with the
characteristic function of O.
We will assume that the potential belongs to the following class of
functions.
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Definition 1.1. We denote by VE the class of potentials, V E(x),
defined on Rn with values in R and such that
V E(x)=V E, s(x)+V E, l(x), (1.2)
with V E, s(x) # VE, s , and V E, l(x) # VE, l and where VE, s is the class of real-
valued potentials, V E, s(x), that satisfy V E, s(x)=V E, s1 (x)+V
E, s
2 (x), with
(1+|x1 | ) V E, s1 (x) Katosmall and V
E, s
2 (x) bounded and
|

0
dR &V E, s(x)(&2+I )&1 F( |x|R)& dR<. (1.3)
Moreover, VE, L is the class of real-valued potentials, V E, l(x), that satisfy
|V E, l(x)|C(1+|x| )&#, #>34, (1.4)
and for some 1 jn
} xj V E, l(x) }C(1+|x| )&1&:, 0<:#. (1.5)
The decay property in (1.3) is equivalent to the more intuitive condition
that
&F( |x|R) V E, s(x)(&2+I )&1&
decays integrably.
The class VE is closely related to the class of potentials (see Defini-
tion 1.3 below) considered in Enss and Weder [6]. V E, s(x) and V E, l(x)
correspond respectively to the short- and long-range parts of the potentials
in Enss and Weder [6]. Note, however, that in Enss and Weder [6] V l is
required to satisfy that |{V l(x)|C(1+|x| )&;, ;>32.
The interacting Hamiltonian is defined as
H=H0+V E(x), (1.6)
with V E(x) # VE . It follows from Lemma 2 in Simon [17] that V E(x) is
H0 -bounded with relative bound zero. Then H is self-adjoint with
D(H )=D(H0).
The wave operators are defined as
0\=s& lim
t  \
eitHe&itH0. (1.7)
The existence of the 0\ has been proved in Avron and Herbst [2] and
in Veselic and Weidmann [18]. It also follows for V E (x) # VE from our
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estimates in Section II. In fact we require stronger decay conditions than
is needed for existence (see Avron and Herbst [2]) but we need this
stronger decay in order to solve the inverse problem.
The scattering operator is defined as
S=(0+)* 0& , (1.8)
and S, a mapping from VE into the Banach space L(L2(Rn)) of all
bounded operators on L2(Rn), is called the scattering map.
Theorem 1.2. The scattering map S : VE  L(L2(Rn)) is injective.
The proof of Theorem 1.2 and of our reconstruction formula are given
in Section II. Our results are proven by a simple timedependent method
that is an extension to the case of a constant external electric field of the
method of Enss and Weder [46].
Let us consider now the case of a N-body system. We denote by mj , qj ,
x~ j # R
n, n2, 1 jN, respectively, the masses, the charges, and the posi-
tions of the particles. The Hamiltonian of the N-body system in a constant
external electric field is
H 0= :
N
j=1
(2mj)&1 p~ 2j + :
N
j=1
qj E } x~ j , p~ j=&i{x~ j , (1.9)
where the electric field E=(&E, 0, ..., 0), E=|E|>0 is directed along,
minus the first coordinate direction.
As usual we study the N-body system in the center of mass frame. The
position of the center of mass is given by
XCM=(1M ) :
N
j=1
mj x~ j , M= :
N
j=1
mj , (1.10)
where M is the total mass. The momentum of the center of mass is
PCM= :
N
j=1
p~ j .
The Hilbert space of states, H , decomposes as
H =HCM H, (1.11)
where HCM is the Hilbert space of the states of the center of mass and H
is the internal Hilbert space of states in the center of mass frame. HCM is
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represented in configuration space by L2(Rn). H is represented in con-
figuration space by wave functions , in
L2(X), X={(x~ 1 , ..., x~ N) } :
N
j=1
mj x~ j=0=$Rn(N&1),
with the measure induced on X by the following norm on RnN : _x_=
[Nj=1 mj x~
2
j ]
12. The set of momentum space wave functions, , , is the space
L2(X ), X ={(p~ 1 , ..., p~ N) } :
N
j=1
p~ j=0=$Rn(N&1).
X is equipped with the dual metric induced by [Nj=1 (mj)
&1 p~ 2j ]
12 on RnN.
The measures of X and X are equivalent to Lebesgue measure and the
Fourier transform is an unitary operator from L2(X) onto L2(X ). Given an
(abstract) state 8 # H we will use both its configuration or momentum
space wave function as needed. Under (1.11) H 0 decomposes as
H 0=HCMI+IH0 ,
where HCM is the Hamiltonian for the center of mass motion
HCM=(2M )&1 P2CM+QE } XCM ,
where Q=Nj=1 qj , is the total charge, and H0 is the Hamiltonian in an
external constant electric field in the center of mass frame
H0= :
N
j=1
(2mj)&1 p~ 2j &(2M )
&1 P2CM+ :
N
j=1
(qj&mj QM ) E } x~ j .
H0 is essentially self-adjoint in the space of Schwartz (see below). We also
denote by H0 the unique selfadjoint extension.
In order to gain some intuition on how to formulate the inverse problem
in the N-body case it is particularly instructive to examine the form that
H0 takes in Jacobi coordinates. These coordinates are defined as (see Reed
and Simon [16]).
!j=x~ j+1&\ :
j
k=1
mk+
&1
\ :
j
k=1
mk x~ k+ , j=1, ..., N&1. (1.12)
These coordinates are obtained by first changing variables from (x~ 1 , x~ 2)
to !1 = x~ 2 & x~ 1 and the center of mass of particles (1) and (2),
R12=(m1+m2)&1 (m1 x~ 1+m2 x~ 2). Then we change from (R12 , x~ 3) to
!2=x~ 3&R12 and the center of mass of particles (1), (2), and (3), and so
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on. In the end we obtain the Jacobi coordinates !j , 1 jN&1, on X and
the center of mass coordinate XCM. In these coordinates H0 is expressed as
H0= :
N&1
j=1
((2&j)&1 p^2j +q
R
j E } !j), p^j=&i{!j , (1.13)
where
&&1j =m
&1
j+1+\ :
j
k=1
mk+
&1
, 1 jN&1,
qRj =(qj+1Mj&mj+1Qj)(mj+1+Mj), Mj= :
j
k=1
mk , (1.14)
Qj= :
j
k=1
qk , 1 jN&1.
&j and qRj , 1 jN&1, are, respectively, the reduced mass and the relative
charge of the particle ( j+1) with respect to the masses and the charges of
the first j particles. Formula (1.13) shows that the proof that H0 is essen-
tially self-adjoint in the space of Schwartz reduces to the one in the two-
body case. The Jacobi coordinates above are based in the pair of particles
(1, 2) in the sense that we have taken as the first coordinate !1=x~ 2&x~ 1
the relative distance of the particles (1) and (2). Of course we can base
Jacobi coordinates in any pair of particles ( j, k), j, k=1, 2, ..., N.
In order to determine the potential for a given pair we number the
particles in such a way that the given pair consists of particles one and two.
Then by (1.13)
H0=_(2&1)&1 p^21+(q2m1&m2q1)m1+m2 E } !1&I+IH 0 , (1.15)
under the decomposition of L2(X) as
L2(X)=L2(Rn!1)_ `
N&1
j=2
L2(Rn!j)& ,
where
H 0= :
N&1
j=2
((2&j)&1 p^2j +q
R
j E } !j). (1.16)
This shows that if the relative charge of the pair (1, 2), (q2m1&m2 q1)
(m1+m2), is different from zero the relative distance of the pair (1, 2) is
accelerated by the electric field as in the two-body case. However, if the
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relative charge is zero both particles are accelerated in the same way by the
electric field and the relative distance is not accelerated, and then with
respect to the pair (1, 2) the relative scattering is as in the case when the
external constant electric field is zero.
This shows that for any given pair of particles the inverse scattering
problem has to be formulated as in the two-body case with no electric field
if the relative charge of the pair is zero and, as in the two-body case with
an electric field, if the relative charge of the pair is different from zero. For
this purpose we introduce below an appropriate class of potentials.
We denote by V0 the class of pair potentials considered in Enss and
Weder [6]. By C 1(R
n) we designate the space of all continuously differen-
tiable functions that tend to zero at infinity.
Definition 1.3. We denote by V0 the class of all real-valued potentials,
V 0(x), x # Rn, such that
V 0(x)=V 0, s(x)+V 0, l(x), (1.17)
with V 0, s(x) # V0, s and V 0, l(x) # V0, l and where V0, s is the class of real-
valued potentials, V 0, s(x) that are Kato-small and
|

0
dR &V 0, s(x)(&2+I )&1 F( |x|R)&<. (1.18)
Moreover, V0, l is the class of real valued potentials, V 0, l(x), such that
V 0, l(x) # C 1(R
n) and
|{V 0, l(x)|C(1+|x| )&;, ;>32. (1.19)
V 0, s and V 0, l are, respectively, the short- and long-range parts of the
potential. The splitting is not unique and without loss of generality we can
make it in such a way that, moreover (see Ho rmander [13]),
V 0, l(x) # C4(Rn), |D:V 0, l(x)|C(1+|x| )&1&|:| (=+12), (1.20)
for 1|:|4, 0<=< 12 , and where D
: denotes the derivatives with the
usual multi-index notation.
We designate by qjk=(qk mj&qj mk)(mj+mk) the relative charge of the
pair ( j, k) and we denote by 0j<k and Ej<k , respectively, the sum over all
indices, j<k, j, k=1, ..., N, with qjk=0, and with qjk{0.
We assume that the potential of the N-body system is a multiplication
operator that is a sum of pair potentials,
V= :0
j<k
V 0jk(x~ k&x~ j)+ :
E
j<k
V Ejk(x~ k&x~ j), (1.21)
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with V 0jk # V0 , and V
E
jk=V
E, s
jk +V
E, l
jk # VE (see Definition 1.1). By using a
decomposition of H0 as in (1.15) for each pair ( j, k) we see that each of the
pair potentials V 0jk or V
E
jk are relatively bounded with respect to H0 with
relative bound zero. Note that for a given pair the corresponding pair
potential belongs to V0 if the relative charge of the pair is zero and that it
belongs to VE if the relative charge is different from zero. Then V is
relatively bounded with respect to H0 with relative bound zero and the
interacting Hamiltonian,
H=H0+V, (1.22)
is self-adjoint on D(H )=D(H0).
The modified Dollard evolution is given by
U D(t)=e&itH0U (t), (1.23)
where
U (t)=exp _&i :0j<k |
t
0
dsV 0, ljk (spjk+jk)& , (1.24)
where pjk +jk is the relative velocity of the pair ( j, k), pjk +jk=
(p~ kmk)&(p~ j mj), with +jk=mj mk(mj+mk) the reduced mass (note that
in the notation of (1.14) +12=&1).
The modified Dollard wave operators for the free channel are defined as
0D\=s& lim
t  \
eitHU D(t). (1.25)
The existence of the strong limits is known and, in fact, it follows from
our estimates in Section III. They are partially isometric and satisfy
(0D\)* 0
D
\=I. At this point it is convenient to split the potential into the
long-range part of the pair potentials between particles with relative charge
zero and the rest of the potential. For this purpose we define
VSR={V S= :0j<k V
0, s
jk (x~ k&x~ j)+ :
E
j<k
V Ejk(x~ k&x~ j) | V
0, s
jk # V0, s ,
V Ejk # VE= , (1.26)
VLR={V L= :0j<k V
0, l
j, k(x~ k&x~ j) | V
0, l
jk # V0, l= . (1.27)
Then
V=V S+V L, H=H0+V=H0+V S+V L. (1.28)
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The Dollard modified scattering operator between the free channels is
defined as
SD=(0D+)* 0
D
&=S
D(V L; V S). (1.29)
Note that SD&I=(0D+&0
D
&)* 0
D
& . We call the map S
D(V L; } ) : VSR 
L(H) the scattering map.
Theorem 1.4. Let a long-range potential V L # VLR be given. Then the
scattering map SD(V l; } ) : VSR  L(H) is injective. Furthermore, any one of
the Dollard scattering operators SD determines uniquely the total potential V.
As in the two-body case we prove this theorem by extending to the case
with an electric field the simple time-dependent method of Enss and Weder
[6]. We also give a reconstruction formula with error term for the pair
potentials.
In the particular case when all the relative charges are different from
zero, Theorem 1.4 implies that the total potential V is uniquely defined by
the canonical scattering operator. For example, in the case of hydrogen
(a proton and an electron) our theorem proves that the Coulomb potential
is uniquely defined by the scattering operator. As mentioned above we also
give a method for the reconstruction of the potential.
The inverse problem of uniquely reconstructing the potential from the
scattering operator was first proposed in Heisenberg [79].
There is an extensive literature on the direct scattering problem in a con-
stant external electric field. In the above mentioned papers of Avron and
Herbst [2] and Veselic and Weidmann [18] the existence of two-body
wave operators was proven. In Herbst [11] and Simon [17] completeness
in the two-body case was proven. In Adachi and Tamura [1] and in
Herbst, Mo ller and Skibsted [12] completeness in the N-body case was
proven. In the last two papers further references to contributions to two-
body and multiparticle scattering are given. See also Hunziker [14] for
further references to the early literature.
2. THE TWO-BODY CASE
The following formula for the free time evolution was proven by Avron
and Herbst [2] and Veselic and Weidmann [18]. The second authors
actually consider a more general case,
e&itH0=eiqEx1te&it3q2E26me&ip1 qEt22me&itp22m. (2.1)
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We will also make frequent use of the following relations that are
obtained under translation in configuration or momentum space generated
by p or x, respectively,
eip } vtf (x) e&ip } vt= f (x+vt), (2.2)
e&imv } xf (p) eimv } x= f (p+mv), (2.3)
for any measurable and bounded function f. In particular,
e&imv } xe&itp22meimv } x=e&ip } vte&itp22me&imv2t2, (2.4)
where v=|v|. We denote by Bm’ the open ball in Rn with center zero and
radius m’. Note that condition (1.3) implies that
&V E, s(x) g(p) F( |x|R)&
is an integrable function of R for all g # C 0 (R
n) (see Corollary 2.4 in Enss
[3]). It follows that the potentials in VE, s satisfy condition (2.5) below
with \=0. Of course, larger \ means faster decay. We denote by
e1=(1, 0, ..., 0) the unit vector along the x1 direction, v^=v|v|, and
E =E|E| .
Lemma 2.1. Suppose that V E, s # VE, s and that for some 0\1 and all
g # C 0 (R
n)
(1+R) \ &V E, s(x) g(p) F( |x|R)& # L1((0, ), dR). (2.5)
Then for any function f # C 0 (Bm’) and any 0$<1 there is a constant
c>0 and a function h with (1+{)\ h({) # L1((0, )) such that for every
v # Rn that satisfies vc, and |v^ } E |$,
&V E, s(x) e&itH0f (p&mv)(1+x2)&32&
=&V E, s(x+vt+e1qEt22m) e&itp
22mf (p)(1+x2)&32&h( |vt| ). (2.6)
Proof. We follow the proof of Lemma 2.2 of Enss and Weder [6]. Note
that the equality of the norms is an immediate consequence of (2.1)(2.4).
Take g # C 0 (Bm’) that satisfies g#1 on the support of f. Then by (2.1)
&V E, s(x) e&itH0f (p&mv)(1+x2)&32&I1+I2+I3 , (2.7)
where
I1=&V E, s(x) g(p&mv) e&ip1 qEt
22m&
_&F( |x&vt|*|vt| 58) e&itp22mf (p&mv)
_F( |x|<* |vt|8)(1+x2)&32&, (2.8)
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I2=&V E, s(x) g(p&mv) e&ip1 qEt
22m&
_&F( |x&vt|* |vt| 58) e&itp22mf (p&mv)
_F( |x|* |vt|8)(1+x2)&32&, (2.9)
I3=&V E, s(x) g(p&mv) e&ip1 qEt
22mF( |x&vt|<* |vt| 58) e&itp22m
_f (p&mv)(1+x2)&32&, (2.10)
with * any positive constant. By (2.3) and Proposition 2.10 of Enss [3]
I1&V E, s(x) g(p)& &F( |x&vt|* |vt| 58) e&itp
22mf (p&mv)
_F( |x|<* |vt|8)&
C(1+* |vt|4)&3, (2.11)
provided that v4’*. Moreover, using again (2.3),
I2C &F( |x|* |vt|8)(1+x2)&32&C(1+|vt| )&3. (2.12)
Since |v^ } E |$<1, there are constants 0 < $1 , $2  1 such that
|vt+e1qEt22m|- $1 |vt| 2+$2(qE2m)2 t4. Then by (2.2) and (2.3)
I3C &V E, s(x) g(p) F( |x&vt&e1qEt22m|<* |vt| 58)&
C &V E, s(x) g(p) F( |x||vt| (- $1&5*8))&
=: h1( |vt| ), (2.13)
where, by (2.5), (1+{) \ h1({) # L1((0, )), provided that *<8 - $1 5.
Equations (2.7), (2.11), (2.12), and (2.13) prove the lemma.
Lemma 2.2. Suppose that V E, l satisfies
|V E, l(x)|C(1+|x| )&#, 1#> 12 . (2.14)
Then for any function f # C 0 (Bm’) and any 0$<1 there are constants
0<c, M such that for every v # Rn that satisfies vc and |v^ } E |$:
|
+
&
dt &V E, l(x) e&itH0f (p&mv)(1+x2)&32&
=|
+
&
dt &V E, l(x+vt+e1qEt22m) e&itp
22mf (p)(1+x2)&32&
M{v
&(2#&1),
|lnv| v&1,
1
2<#<1,
#=1.
(2.15)
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Proof. As in Lemma 2.1, taking any *>0,
&V E, l(x) e&itH0f (p&mv)(1+x2)&32&I1+I2+I3 ,
with
I1=&V E, l(x)& &F( |x&vt|* |vt| 58) e&itp
22mf (p&mv)
_F( |x|<* |vt|8)(1+x2)&32&, (2.16)
I2=&V E, l(x)& &F( |x&vt|* |vt| 58) e&itp
22mf (p&mv)
_F( |x|* |vt|8)(1+x2)&32&, (2.17)
I3=&V E, l(x) e&ip1qEt
22mF( |x&v t|<* |vt| 58) e&itp22m
_f (p&mv)(1+x2)&32&. (2.18)
Note that now the function g(p&mv) is not required because V E, l is
bounded.
We prove as in Lemma 2.1 that if v>4’*,
I1+I2C(1+|vt| )&3. (2.19)
Moreover, using (2.2), (2.14), since
|vt+e1qEt22m|- $1 |vt| 2+$2(qE2m)2 t4 with 0<$1, $21,
and taking *<8 - $1 5,
|
+
&
dtI3C |
+
&
dt &V E, l(x+e1 qEt22m) F( |x&vt|<* |vt| 58)&
C |
+
&
dt(1+- $1 |vt| 2+$2(qE2m)2 t4&* |vt| 58)&#
C |
2mv - $1 $2 |q| E
0
dt(1+(- $1&*58) vt)&#
+C |
+
2mv - $1 $2 |q| E
dt t&2#
C{v
&(2#&1),
|lnv | v&1,
1
2<#<1,
#=1.
(2.20)
The lemma follows from (2.19) and (2.20). K
Let 8 be any asymptotic configuration in the Hilbert space of states H
represented by the wave functions ,(x) and , (p), respectively, in configura-
tion and momentum space, where , # L2(Rnx) and , # L
2(Rnp).
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Note that if V=V E, s+V E, l, with V E, s as in Lemma 2.1 with \=0 and
V E, l as in Lemma 2.2, the strong limits in (1.7) exist for any asymptotic
configuration in a dense set, and then by continuity the wave operators 0\
exist and are partially isometric with trivial kernel.
Let 80 # H be an asymptotic configuration with momentum support in
Bm’ , i.e., , 0 # C 0 (Bm’). We denote by 8v the boosted configuration
8v=e
imv } x80  , v(p)=, 0(p&mv). (2.21)
Note that 8v has compact velocity support contained in the open ball
around v of radius ’.
Now we will study the high velocity limit of 0\ in any fixed direction
v^=v|v|, with |v^ } E |<1 and v=|v|  .
Corollary 2.3. Suppose that V E=V E, s+V E, l with V E, s # VE, s and
|V E, l(x)|C(1+|x| )&#, 12<#1. (2.22)
Then for any 80 and any 0$<1 there is a constant C such that for any
v with |v^ } E |$ and all t # R,
&(0\&I ) e&itH08v&C {v
&(2#&1),
|lnv| v&1,
1
2<#<1,
#=1.
(2.23)
Proof. We give the proof for 0+. The case of 0& follows similarly. By
Duhamel’s formula
(0+&I ) e&itH08v=i |

0
dt$eit$HV Ee&it$H0e&itH08v . (2.24)
Note that &(1+x2)32 8v&C, uniformly in v. Take f # C

0 (Bm’) such
that f (p&mv) 8v=8v . Then,
&(0+&I ) e&itH08v&C _|

&
dt" &V E, s(x) e&it"H0f (p&mv)(1+x2)&32&
+|
+
&
dt" &V E, l(x) e&it"H0f (p&mv)(1+x2)&32&&

C
v |

0
h({) d{+C {v
&(2#&1),
|lnv| v&1,
1
2<#<1,
#=1.
(2.25)
Theorem 2.4. (Reconstruction formula). Assume that V E # VE and
that V E, s(x) satisfies (2.5) for all g # C 0 (R
n) and with 0\4#&3,
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\<:#1, where #, : are respectively as in (1.4) and (1.5). Then for any
0$<1 and all 8v , 9v as in (2.21) with |v^ } E |$,
v(i[S, pj] 8v , 9v)=|
+
&
d{ _(V E, s(x+{ v^) pj80 , 90)
&(V E, s(x+{ v^) 80 , pj90)
+i \\V
E, l
xj + (x+{ v^) 80 , 90+&
+{o(v
&\),
O(v&\),
0\<4#&3,
\=4#&3<1.
(2.26)
Proof. It follows from Duhamel’s formula and the intertwining rela-
tions e&itH0\=0\ e&itH0 that
i(S&I ) 8v=i(0+&0&)* 0&8v=|
+
&
dt eitH0V E0&e&itH08v . (2.27)
Moreover, since
[S, pj]=[S&I, pj&mvj], (2.28)
we have that
v(i[S, pj] 8v , 9v )=|
+
&
d{ lv({)+R(v), (2.29)
where {=vt and
lv({)=[(V
E (x) e&iH0{v( pj 8)v , e
&iH0{v9v)
&(V E (x) e&iH0 {v8v , e
&iH0 {v( pj 9 )v)] , (2.30)
is the leading term, and
R(v)=v |
+
&
dt [((0&&I ) e&itH0( pj 8)v , V
Ee&itH09v )
&((0&&I ) e&itH08v , V
Ee&itH0( pj 9 )v)], (2.31)
is the remainder. But Lemmas 2.1, 2.2, and Corollary 2.3 imply that R(v)
satisfies
|R(v)|C {v
&(4#&3),
(lnv)2 v&1,
34<#<1,
#=1.
(2.32)
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Moreover,
lv({)=(V
E, s(x) e&iH0{v( pj 8)v , e
&iH0{v9v)
&(V E, s(x) e&iH0{v8v , e
&iH0{v( pj 9 )v)
+i \\ xj V E, l+ (x) e&iH0{v8v , e&iH0 {v9v+ , (2.33)
where we used that by (2.1) and (2.3), e&iH0{vpj eiH0{v= pj&$j, 1qE{v, and
then
lv({)=(V
E, s(x+v^{+e1qE{22mv2) e&i{p
22mvpj 80 , e&i{p
22mv90)
&(V E, s(x+v^{+e1qE{22mv2) e&i{p
22mv80 , e&i{p
22mvpj 90)
+i (\ xj V E, l+ (x+v^{+e1 qE{22mv2) e&i{p
22mv80 , e&i{p
22mv90+ ,
(2.34)
where we used (2.1)(2.4). Furthermore, for each fixed {,
lim
v  
lv({)=(V
E, s(x+v^{) pj 80 , 90)&(V E, s(x+ v^{) 80 , pj 90)
+i \\ xj V E, l+ (x+v^{) 80 , 90+ , (2.35)
and, since by Lemma 2.1,
|lv({)|Ch( |{| ) (2.36)
with h integrable, (2.26) follows in the case \=0 by the Lebesgue
dominated-convergence theorem. In order to prove (2.26) for 0<\4#&3
we estimate the rate of convergence of the integral of the first term in the
right-hand side of (2.34) to its limiting value. We have that
|
+
&
d{(V E, s(x+v^{+e1 qE{22mv2) e&i{p
22mvp j80 , e&i{p
22mv90)
&|
+
&
d{(V E, s(x+v^{) p j80 , 90)
=|
+
&
d{(h (1)v ({)+h
(2)
v ({)), (2.37)
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where
h(1)v ({)=(V
E, s(x+v^{) e&ip1qE{22mv2e&ip2{2mvpj 80 ,
(e&ip1qE{22mv2e&ip2{2mv&I ) 90), (2.38)
h(2)v ({)=((e
&ip1qE{22mv2e&ip2{2mv&I ) pj 80 , V E, s(x+v^{) 90). (2.39)
Note that since 90 has compact momentum support &(e&ip1qE{
22mv2
e&ip2{2mv&I ) 90&C |{v|(1+|{v| ), and since also &(e&ip1qE{
22mv2
e&ip2{2mv&I ) 90&C, it follows that
&(e&ip1 qE{22mv2e&ip2{2mv&I )90&C \} {v }+
\
, 0\1. (2.40)
Then, by Lemma 2.1, v \ |h (1)v ({)|C(1+|{| )
\ h( |{| ) # L1(0, ), and it
follows from the Lebesque dominated-convergence theorem that
|
+
&
d{ h (1)v ({)={o(v
&\),
O(v&1),
0\<1,
\=1,
(2.41)
where we used that when \<1, limv   v\h(1)v ({)=0 for each fixed {.
Moreover,
|
+
&
d{(1+|{| ) \ &V E, s(x+{ v^) 90&
C |

&
d{(1+|{| )\ _&V E, s(x+{ v^) g(p) F( |x+{ v^||{|2)&
+&V E, s(x+{ v^) g(p)& "F \ |x| |{|2 + 90"&<, (2.42)
by (2.5) and the rapid decay in the configuration space of 90 .
Then, using (2.40), we prove as in the case of (2.41) that
|
+
&
d{ h (2)v ({)={o(v
&\),
O(v&1),
0\<1,
\=1.
(2.43)
(2.26) follows, estimating the contributions of the other terms in the right-
hand side of (2.34) in a similar way, and by (2.32). Note that in (2.26) we
do not allow that \=4#&3=1 when #=1 because we need that \<:#.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Let V E1 (x)=V
E, s
1 (x)+V
E, l
1 (x) and V
E
2 (x)=
V E, s2 (x)+V
E, l
2 (x) be two potentials in VE that have the same scattering
operator, and let us denote
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QE, s(x)=V E, s2 (x)&V
E, s
1 (x),
QE, l(x)=V E, l2 (x)&V
E, l
1 (x), (2.44)
QE (x)=V E2 (x)&V
E
1 (x)=Q
E, s(x)+QE, l(x).
Let us identify any y=( y1 , y2) # R2 with the vector y1 ej+ y2ek # Rn for
some 1kn, k{ j, where by ej , 1 jn, we denote the unit vector
along the direction xj . For any states 8, 9 with , ,  # C 0 (R
n) we denote
by
8(y)=e&ip } y8, 9(y)=e&ip } y9 (2.45)
the states translated by y and by
f (y)=(QE, spj 8(y), 9(y))&(QE, s8(y), pj 9(y))
+i \\Q
E, l
xj + 8(y), 9(y)+ . (2.46)
f (y) is a continuous and bounded function, and by (1.3), (1.5), and the
rapid decay in configuration space of 8, f ( y) # L2(R2).
For any v^ in the y-plane with |v^ } E |<1 the Radon transform of f (y) is
given by
f (v^; y) :=|
+
&
f (y+{ v^) d{
=|
+
& _(QE, s(x+{ v^) pj 8(y), 9(y))
&(QE, s(x+{ v^) 8(y), pj 9(y))
+i \\Q
E, l
xj + (x+{ v^) 8(y), 9(y)+&#0, (2.47)
by Theorem 2.4.
Then (see Helgason [10, Chap. I, Theorem 2.17])
f (y)#0.
But since

y1
(QE8(y), 9(y))=&if (y),
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it follows that (QE8(y), 9(y)) is independent of y1 . But by (1.3) and (1.4),
lim|y|   (Q
E8(y), 9(y))=0. Then QE(x)#0 as an operator and as a
function a.e.
Note that the proof above gives a constructive method for the
reconstruction of the potential. First, by inverting the Radon transform we
reconstruct f (y) from the high-speed limit of the scattering operator and,
then, the potential from the integral of f (y),
(V E8, 9)=i |

0
f ( y1 , 0) dy1 .
We remark that it follows from (1.3), (1.4), and (1.5) that f (y) is
integrable along any line and that limy   (V
E8(y), 9(y))=0.
3. THE N-BODY CASE
For any given pair of particles we construct as in Enss and Weder [6]
appropriate states where all the particles have high velocity relative to each
other in order to reconstruct the corresponding pair potential. For this
purpose we first introduce some kinematical notation. We use a numbering
of the particles such that the pair of interest consists of particles 1 and 2.
As usual we take as one n-dimensional variable the relative distance x and
momentum p of the chosen pair (1, 2)
x :=x~ 2&x~ 1 , p=&i{x=+12[(&i{x~ 2 m2)&(&i{x~ 1 m1)], (3.1)
where +12 is the reduced mass of the pair (1, 2), +12=m1 m2 (m1+m2). We
also use the position xj and the momentum pj of the j th particle,
j=1, ..., N, relative to the center of mass of the pair (1, 2),
xj :=x~ j&(m1x~ 1+m2x~ 2)(m1+m2), j=1, ..., N,
pj :=+j(p~ j mj&(p~ 1+p~ 2)(m1+m2)), j=1, ..., N,
where +j is the reduced mass of the j th particle with respect to the center
of mass of the pair (1, 2),
+j=mj (m1+m2)(mj+m1+m2), j=1, ..., N,
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and p~ j=&i{x~ j is the momentum relative to some origin (see (1.9)). Note
that x is the first Jacobi coordinate !1 .
Let 80 # H be an asymptotic configuration with the product wave func-
tion of the form in momentum space,
80t, 12(p) , 3(p3 , ..., pN), (3.2)
where , 12 # C 0 (R
n) varies while , 3 # C 0 (R
n(N&2)) is a fixed normalized
function with support in [(p3 , ..., pN) : |pj |<+j]; i.e., the particles 3 to N
have speed smaller than one relative to the pair (1, 2). We take an ’ such
that , 12 # C 0 (B+12’).
The high velocity state is defined as (see Enss and Weder [6])
8vt, 12(p&+12v) , 3(p3&+3v3 , ..., pN&+N vN), (3.3)
where v=v v^, |v^|=1, vj=v2dj , with dj{0, for j=3, ..., N and where
we assume that dj&dk{0 for j, k=3, ..., N. We, moreover, define
v1=&v+12 m1 , v2=v+12 m2 .
We denote the relative velocities by
vjk=vk&vj , vjk=|vjk |, j, k=1, ..., N.
Then with dj=|dj |,
v1j=v2(dj++12 v^m1v){0 if v>+12 m1 dj
v2j=v2(dj&+12 v^m2v){0 if v>+12 m2 dj
vjk=v2(dk&d j){0, j, k=3, ..., N.
We denote v^jk=vjk |vjk | and we assume that |v^jk } E |$ for some
0$<1 and all pairs ( j, k) with qjk{0. It follows that in our high velocity
states the relative average velocity of the pair (1,2) is v while all other par-
ticles travel with minimal velocity proportional to v2 relative to each other
as well as with respect to particles 1 and 2. It follows from the definition
that ,0 # S(Rn(N&1)) and that
8v=e
i+12 v } x `
N
j=3
ei+j vj xj80 . (3.4)
We, moreover, have good initial localization uniformly in v,
&(1+|x~ k&x~ j | 2)2 9v&C, j, k=1, ..., N, (3.5)
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and there are functions fjk # C 0 (B+jk ’jk) such that
8v= fjk(pjk&+jkv jk) 8v , (3.6)
where pjk is the relative momentum of particles j and k,
pjk=&i{ (x~ k&x~ j) , (3.7)
where in the derivative the positions of all the other particles, as well as of
the center of mass, are kept fixed. +jk is the reduced mass of the pair ( j, k).
Moreover, ’12=’, ’1j=2(1+’+12m1), ’2j=2(1+’+12 m2), j=3, ..., N,
and ’jk=4, for j, k=3, ..., N. As in Enss and Weder [6], (3.5) and (3.6)
allow us to reduce the proofs in the N-body case to the ones for two
bodies.
Using Jacobi coordinates as in (1.12)(1.16) but based on the pair ( j, k )
we prove, as in Enss and Weder [6], that if V 0, sjk satisfies (2.5) in L
2(Rn)
and qjk=0,
"V 0, sjk (x~ k&x~ j) U D(t) `j $<k$ fj $k$(pj $k$&+j $k$vj $k$)(1+|x~ k&x~ j |
2)&2"
hjk( |vjk t| ), (3.8)
where (1+{)\ hjk({) # L1((0, )), and that
" (V 0, ljk (x~ k&x~ j)&V 0, ljk (tpjk +jk)) U D(t)
_ `
j $<k$
fj $k$(pj $k$&+j $k$vj $k$)(1+|x~ k&x~ j | 2)&2"
C(1+|vjkt| )&1&=. (3.9)
Moreover, if qjk{0 using again Jacobi coordinates based in the pair ( j, k)
and taking gjk # C 0 (B+jk ’jk) with gjk fjk= fjk , we prove as in Lemma 2.1
that
"V E, sjk (x~ k&x~ j) U D(t) `j $<k$ fj $k$(pj $k$&+j $k$vj $k$)(1+|x~ k&x~ j |
2)&2"
I1+I2+I3 , (3.10)
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where
I1=C "F( |x~ k&x~ j&v jk t|* |vjk t| 58) e&itp2jk 2+jkgjk(pjk&+jkvjk)
_F( |x~ k&x~ j |<* |vjkt|8) U (t) `
j $<k$
f (pj $k$&+j $k$vj $k$)
_(1+|x~ k&x~ j |
2)&2" , (3.11)
I2=C "F( |x~ k&x~ j |* |vjk t|8) U (t) `j $<k$ f (p j $k$&+j $k$vj $k$)
_(1+|x~ k&x~ j|
2)&2" , (3.12)
I3=C &V E, sjk (x~ k&x~ j) gjk(pjk) F( |x~ k&x~ j |(- $1&5*8) |vjkt| 38)&, (3.13)
for *<8 - $15. As in Lemma 2.1 we have that
I1C(1+|vjk t|4)&3. (3.14)
Moreover, we prove as in Section IV of Enss and Weder [6] that for *>0
"F( |x~ k&x~ j |* |vjk t| ) U (t) `j $<k$ fj $k$(pj $k$&+j $k$vj $k$)(1+|x~ k&x~ j |
2)&2"
C(1+|vjk t| )&2&=. (3.15)
It follows that
I2C(1+|vjk t| )&2&=. (3.16)
Then it follows from (3.13), (3.14), and (3.16) that
"V E, sjk (x~ k&x~ j) UD(t) `j $<k$ fj $k$(pj $k$&+j $k$vj $k$)(1+|x~ k&x~ j |
2)&2"
hjk( |vjk t| ), (3.17)
where (1+{)\ hjk({) # L1((0, )) and we assume that V E, sjk satisfies (2.5) in
L2(Rn).
Moreover, assuming that qjk{0 and that
|V E, ljk (x)|C(1+|x| )
&#, 12<#1, (3.18)
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we prove, similarly (see Lemma 2.2), that
|
+
& "V E, ljk (x~ k&x~ j) UD(t) `j $<k$ fj $k$(pj $k$&+j $k$v j $k$)(1+|x~ k&x~ j|
2)&2"
C {v
&(2#&1)
jk ,
|lnvjk| v&1jk ,
1
2<#<1,
#=1.
(3.19)
Hence, it follows from Duhamel’s formula, (3.8), (3.9), (3.17), (3.19), and
noting that v12=v and vjk=O(v2) for j<k=3, ..., N that (see the proof of
Corollary 2.3 and of Corollary 3.4 of Enss and Weder [6]) that the wave
operators 0 D\ exist and that for 8v as in (3.3)
&(e&itH0D\&UD(t)) 8v&={O(v
&(2#&1)),
O( |lnv| v&1),
if 12<#<1,
#=1.
(3.20)
Theorem 3.1. (Reconstruction Formula). Suppose that V S # VSR and
V L # VLR. Then for all 8v , 9v as in (3.3) with a fixed normalized , 3 , and
with |v^jk } E |$ for all pairs ( j, k) with qjk{0, and a fixed 0$<1:
a. If q12=0 and V 0, s12 satisfies (2.5),
lim
v  
v(i(S D&I ) 8v , 9v)=|
+
&
d{((V 0, s12 (x+{ v^)+V
0, l
12 (x+{ v^)
&V 0, l12 ({ v^)) 812 , 912) (3.21)
and, moreover,
v _(i(SD&I ) 8v , 9v)&|
+
&
dt((V 0, l12 (x)&V
0, l
12 (tp+12)) U
D(t)
_8v , U
D(t) 9v)&
=|
+
&
d{(V 0, s12 (x+{ v^) 812 , 912)
o(v&\), 0\<4#&3,
+{O(v&\), \=4#&3<1, (3.22)O((lnv)2 v&1), \=4#&3=1.
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Furthermore, if 0\<;&1, ;2, with ; as in (1.19)
v(i[SD, pj] 8v , 9v)=|
+
&
d{ _(V 0, s12 (x+{ v^) pj812 , 912)
&(V 0, s12 (x+{ v^) 812 , pj 912)
+i \\V
0, l
12
xj + (x+{ v^) 812 , 912)&
+{o(v
&\),
O(v&\),
0\<4#&3,
\=4#&3<1,
(3.23)
for 1 jn.
b. If q12{0, V E, s12 satisfies (2.5) with 0\4#&3, \<:#1,
where # ,: are, respectively, as in (1.4),(1.5);
v(i[SD, pj] 8v , 9v)=|
+
&
d{ _(V E, s12 (x+{ v^) pj 812 , 912)
&(V E, s12 (x+{ v^) 812 , pj 912)
+i \\V
E, l
12
xj + (x+{ v^) 812 , 91, 2+&
+{o(v
&\),
O(v&\),
0\<4#&3,
\=4#&3<1.
(3.24)
Proof. The proof of (3.21),(3.22), and (3.23) follows as in the proof of
Theorem 4.1 of Enss and Weder [6] using (3.8), (3.9), (3.17), (3.19), and
(3.20). We prove below (3.24). It follows from Duhamel’s formula as in the
two-body case that
v(i[SD, pj] 8v , 9v)=|
+
&
d{ lv({)+R(v), (3.25)
where
lv({)=|
+
&
d{[(V E12(x) U
D({v)( pj 8)v , U
D({v) 9v)
&(V E12(x) U
D({v) 8v , U
D({v)( pj 9 )v)] (3.26)
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is the leading term, and the remainder is
R(v)=v :0
j<k=3
|
+
&
dt[([V 0, sjk (x~ k&x~ j)+V
0, l
jk (x~ k&x~ j)
&V 0, ljk (tpjk+jk)] U
D(t)( pj8)v , U
D(t) 9v)
&([V 0, sjk (x~ k&x~ j)+V
0, l
jk (x~ k&x~ j)&V
0, l
jk (tp jk +jk)]
_UD(t) 8v , U
D(t)( pj 9 )v)]
+v :E
j<k=3
|
+
&
dt[(V Ejk(x~ k&x~ j) U
D(t)( pj8)v , U
D(t) 9v)
&(V Ejk(x~ k&x~ j) U
D(t) 8v , U
D(t)( pj 9 )v)]
+v |
+
&
dt \(e&itH0D&&UD(t))( pj 8)v ,
__ :0j<k (V
0, s
jk (x~ k&x~ j)+V
0, l
jk (x~ k&x~ j)
&V 0, ljk (tpjk+jk))+ :
E
j<k
V Ejk(x~ k&x~ j)& U D(t) 9v+
&v |
+
&
dt \(e&itH0D&&UD(t)) 8v ,
__ :0j<k (V
0, s
jk (x~ k&x~ j)+V
0, l
jk (x~ k&x~ j)
&V 0, ljk (tpjk+jk))+ :
E
j<k
V Ejk(x~ k&x~ j)& UD(t)( pj 9 )v+. (3.27)
It follows from (3.8), (3.9), (3.17), (3.19), (3.20), and recalling that
v12=v, and vjk=O(v2), j<k=3, ..., N, that
R(v)={O(v
&(4#&3)),
O((lnv)2v),
34<#<1,
#=1.
((3.28)
At this point we complete the proof of (3.24) as in the proof of Theorem
2.4 (see also the proof of Theorem 3.5 in Enss and Weder [6]).
Proof of Theorem 1.4. We prove as in Enss and Weder [6] that if V L
is a priori known, each one of V 0, sjk is uniquely reconstructed from S
D using
Eq. (3.21) and the corresponding formulas for V 0jk with ( jk){(12). We also
prove as in Enss and Weder [6] that each one of the V 0jk is uniquely
reconstructed from any one of the Dollard operators SD using formula
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(3.23) and the corresponding equations for ( jk){(12). Moreover, as in the
proof of Theorem 1.2 we prove that each one of the V Ejk is uniquely
reconstructed from any one of the Dollard operators SD, using Eq. (3.24)
and the corresponding formulas for ( jk){(12); this proves the theorem.
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